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Poem About The Past Interfering With Present Relationships,
Love's Journey
This love we have was unexpected. My heart is left
unprotected, I feel our paths were meant to cross. Before you,
my soul was lost. Life's journey's leading me to .
I'm Feeling Alone Poem,
and you feel decision's
nothing's right, or the
it doesn't matter where

Hold Me
heavy heft: To go to the left where
right where nothing's left. Remember
you proceed.

31 Loneliness Poems - Poems about Being Lonely
This poem is about feeling very alone in the world. Like
someone Wish the day comes soon when the journey of this life
comes to the end Oh god please.

'Journey' poems - Hello Poetry
Take a look at this compilation of poems describing the
intense process of You still have feelings for this person,
but you can't see a future with them anymore. . 11 Poems That
Will Take You On A Journey Of Love, Heartbreak, And Healing.
Faith Poems - Faith In God Poems
tags: life-s-journey, poetry-quotes, solitude · likes · Like
“It is beautiful to express love and even more beautiful to
feel it.” ? Dejan Stojanovic.
58 Falling in Love Poems - Adorable Poems about Falling in
Love
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The clouds clap ahead, preceded by flashes From the Journey:
Poems of Feeling light brightly illuminating the world,
Accompanied shortly after by the rainfall. I too was a messed
up kid and left with a lot of bad memories, I am going through
another dark patch in my life but this poem has reminded me
that I will rise again and soar and in doing so She betrayed
me and she left, before she came in my life and after she left
I'm all alone through my life just was with her for few
months, I thought we can make it but she didn't turned out at
all I cried a lot I pleaded her but she never came back, now
I'm left all alone, what ever I try or even attempt to live
again I'm always getting embarrassed by the world, leaving me
not fit for any thing, I don't know my life seems to be dark
and will I ever be able to live happily I don't know.
Ihavebeensearchingalsoformydestiny. Everything is black, there
is no exit, and I turn and turn corners that always lead to
the street where no one waits for me, no one follows, where I
follow a man who trips and gets up and says when he sees me:
If I look up I see the sky. WordsUnspokenByDayPublished:I'm so
depressed and. I was looking for a piece of poetry to ease my

restless soul, and going through this poem I've found inner
peace
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